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1 Executive Summary
This main aim of the pilot implementation plan is to prepare the ground for testing the SavingFood platform
in the four pilot locations (Belgium, Greece, Hungary, UK) by engaging existing and new communities of
organisations (food donors and food recipients), farmers and individuals (volunteers, gleaners and citizens)
in a co-creating manner by means of an iterative process.
Each of the pilots is coordinated by the local pilot coordinator (Boroume, Feedback, HFA). To guarantee a
successful pilot phase, in the plan we plan activities, identify roles, timetables, and reporting periods and
details for each activity needed to be carried out by the partners during the piloting phase and the iterations
that will provide feedback to WP3 and WP5. Emphasis is also given on the channels for recruitment, the
identification and engagement of new and existing communities of end users and relevant stakeholders at
pilot level, user participation and targets, user support and training, the preparation of the infrastructure in
the pilot and localisation. The plan also includes the framework for the efficient management of the user
communities in line with WP6 in order to assure consistency of message and branding.
Implementation will be coordinated by FILAB with the active support of Boroume, Feedback and HFA, who
through their strong connections with existing communities of users will ensure the participation of the
required number of users. ViLabs, iMinds and IT Innovation will provide support in various matters to all pilot
partners during the implementation.

2 Introduction
The pilot implementation plan aims to organise and implement the pilot deployment of the SavingFood
platform in Belgium, Greece, Hungary and the UK along the functionalities developed in WP3 to be tested
and validated. Local implementations will recruit and engage users and implement the awareness raising
campaigns for reaching users from various environments.
D2.2 describes in detail the current and future scenario specifications of the local pilots, the following table
gives an overview of the models to be implemented at the pilot partners:
Food redistribution model

Pilot partners

Direct
food
redistribution Type I: General food rescue – including HFA
between donors and recipients small and big food donations of donors
Boroume
–
with
intermediary in the food and retail industry
matchmaking
Type II: Farmer markets
Boroume
Gleaning

Boroume
Feedback (UK & Belgium)
HFA
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Pilot implementation is at the cross-section of all WPs of SavingFood. Main interconnections with other WPs
are:
•

WP2: Coordination of behavior change strategy emelemets, user engagement support of the local
implementations.

•

WP3: Platform development, user interface support, backend implementation and technical
support, system evaluation, data security and protection.

•

WP5: analysis of bahaviour change factors, evaluation of pilot case results.

•

WP6: dissemination activities during the implementation, motivation and training material.

Implementation will be carried out with a team described in 3.8 Internal communication. Τhe team will work
in a matrix in order to reach maximum efficiency during the implementation.
The pilot deployment of the platform will be implemented in 3 distinct phases in order to follow an iterative
process that will allow for the improvement of the platform functionalities based on user feedback.
The implementation plan starts with the general implementation topics, followed by the local
implementation plans for the four pilot locations.

3 General parts
3.1

Living Lab approach

As described in D2.1 (Conceptual and methodological framework) the project is following the Living Lab
approach. The first two phases of the approach (preparation phase and closed group – piloting phases) are
being finished by the time the pilot implementations are starting. The third (and) last phase, Open group
piloting is planned for the period M15-M24 (2nd and 3rd cycle of the implementation).
The main goal of the open group piloting is to test the platform in real-life environment, both from technical
and usage perspectives. In order to validate the platform and modules the largest possible user groups will
be connected both from donor, recipient and volunteer sides.
Awareness raising events will help the spreading of the message of SavingFood in the pilot locations, in line
with the technical implementation process of the application. We strongly believe SavingFood is not only a
technology tool making food surplus donations more efficient, but rather a tool supporting the behavior
change we would like to reach in the pilots and resulting in an increased participation of donors, charities
and volunteers. Awareness raising is a crucial step in this.

3.2

Agile development process

As described in D3.1 the Agile development process ensures the step-by-step implementation of the
platform and its functions and the ability to create the closest possible link and continuous feedback
between users and the technical team during the whole life of the project.
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The implementation is planned in 3 cycles:




1st cycle: M10-M13
2nd cycle: M15-M18
3rd cycle: M19-M24

During the first pilot implementation period that will start in M10 and run until M13 the second version of
the platform developed in M10 will be tested and validated with end users. Based on the feedback that will
be received this phase will lead to a third iteration that will facilitate system evaluation and release of the
third version of the platform (Iteration 3 – M14). The second pilot implementation period between M15-18
will lead to a forth iteration cycle that will lead to the final version of the platform in M19 (Iteration 4 –
M19). The last pilot implementation period (M20-24) will serve for platform maintenance and support.
The figure below summaries the iterative approach and shows some detail on the internal stages – agreeing
requirements, implementation, testing and acceptance – which will be based around planned six (6) week
sprints, with full stakeholder involvement every second cycle (i.e., every 3 months).

Beside the development activities an ongoing support will be provided by the technology partners with pilot
partners acting as first level helpdesk towards the users of the platform.

3.3

System structure

The platform will provide all features as described in 2.3 (User and data requirements) although local
implementations may my different by switching on or off some functions or modules of the system.
The high-level platform architecture is described in D3.1 (Platform architecture) in section 6.
Backend services will be implemented and operated by IT Innovation, user interfaces will be developed for
desk- and laptop as well as for mobile environment.
The detailed description of the architecture can be found in D3.1.
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3.4

Technical requirements

There are no specific technical requirements on the pilot location sites. The clients (users) will contact the
platform by using a simple Internet browser (via SSL - secure sockets) that should work from any browser
(Chrome, Firefox are preferred but the application should also work with Internet Explorer and other
browsers as well). Nothing has to be installed. Internet connection is of course needed for the connection
with the server

3.5

Localisation

As described in D2.3 one of the user requirements is the support of different languages, English, Dutch,
French, Greek and Hungarian. Technology partners will enable the system to provide multilanguage support,
pilot partners should translate the required text elements for the localization. The localization process is
planned be started during the first phase of the implementation (M10).

3.6

User support

User support tools and usage may be different pilot-by-pilot. Local implementation teams may use the
following tools for support:
Methods

Description

Manuals,
instructional User manuals can explain how users can work with the application.
videos and navigation Instructional videos or tutorials can be produced at low cost with mobile
tutorials
cameras or mobile phones and free media tools available on the Internet
Training
workshops/seminars

To be considered per pilot whether feasible and necessary

Email and telephone help, When users contact pilot coordinators for support on an issue, can also be
personal support
used as a personal training opportunity.
A FAQ-Section (in the manual, on the website) should be provided to explain
concisely but accurately how to use the pilot. This will be up to the pilot
partners to decide where such a section will be provided

FAQ

E-mail,
updates

3.7

newsletter E-mail and newsletter updates are a good tool for informing users about e.g.
new features in the application.

Awareness raising events (T4.2)

Awareness raising campaigns will be implemented in each pilot site supporting the pilot implementations. In
total eight engagement campaigns will be implemented (two for each pilot site). The main objective of the
awareness raising campaigns is to inform and engage existing and new communities of end users to
participate in the project activities, raise awareness on the issue of food waste and on their potential to
become part of the suggested solution and influence behaviour change towards the adoption of more
sustainable lifestyles. Other stakeholders such as intermediary food rescue organisations, policy makers and
especially the media will be also targeted. During the campaigns the project partners will present the
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SavingFood solution and invite the participants to use the platform. Plans for the local campaigns are
described in the local implementation plan sections.

3.8

Internal communication

Pilot implementation team members and their responsibilities:
Name

Organisation

Responsibility

Balázs Cseh

FILAB

Overall management
implementation process

of

the

pilot

Local implementation coordinators
Alexander Theodoridis

Boroume

Local implementation in Greece

Dan Woolley

Feedback

Local implementation in Belgium and in the
UK

Katalin Ujhelyi

HFA

Local implementation in Hungary

Brian Pickering

IT Innovation

Platform development (T3.1), Backend
implementation
and
technical
support(T3.3), Data security and protection
(T3.5)

Louis Rigot

iminds

User Interface Support (T3.2)

Wim Vanobberghen

iminds

Coordination of behavior change strategy
emelemets, user engagement support of
the local implementations (T2.1 and T2.3),
analysis of bahaviour change factors (T5.3)

Dan Woolley

Feedback

Coordination
of
awareness
raising
campaigns at local implementation sites
(T4.2)

Apostolos Vontas

VILABS

System evaluation (T3.4) and evaluation of
pilot case results (T5.2)

Apostolos Vontas

VILABS

Coordination of dissemination activities
during the implementation (T6.1)

Alexander Theodoridis

Boroume

Motivational and training material (T6.2)

Local implementation support

The team will work in a matrix, local implementation support task responsible working with local
implementation coordinators in order to make the implementation successful in all 4 pilot locations.
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Team communication channels:
-

Monthly online update meetings;
Personal project meeting (as planned in the DoA);
Documents shared and stored in the SavingFood Dropbox.

For internal reporting and tracking of technical problems and change requests the team will use the internal
project Dropbox during the whole implementation period.
A continuous work/task plan of the implementation will be prepared stating chronologically per cycle and
pilot each task, partner or partners doing this task and a tentative date. The work plan will be used as a living
document during the implementation in order to check and keep an eye on when and what each partner
need to contribute to the implementation process. The planning will happen on a rolling window basis,
meaning a draft longer term planning combined with a continuous short term planning (and re-planning if
needed)

3.9

KPIs

Objectives to be reached by the end of the project closely connected to the local implementations, as
described in the DoA (Part B, section 1.1.2 and 1.3.2) are:
Key performance indicator

Overall
objective for
the project

Objective for
Belgium

Objective
for Greece

Objective for
Hungary

Objective for
the UK

Number of donors and 300
recipient organisations

10
donors 150
(farmers),
10 donors,
recipients
200
recipients

100 donors, 50 donors
200
(farmers),
recipients
50 recipients

Number of citizens and 3500
stakeholders
directly
involved in testing the
platform

200

800

700

1500

7

10

10

15 (in 4 UK
regions)

1000

1000

1000

1000

Amount of food donated 50%
through the platform vs increase
without the platform
Gleening days

42

Number
of
citizens 10.000
reached
through
the
awareness raising and
dissemination activities
Number of participants in 4000
awareness raising events
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3.10

Evaluation

Evaluation of Saving Food will be conducted in two different ways:
T3.4 will seek and manage specific feedback on the platform through engagement with WP4 and the use
case users and associated communities via appropriate channels as part of the agile development method
(see also section 3.2). A minimum of three feedback cycles will be planned to be as responsive to end user
feedback as possible and facilitate adoption and sustainability beyond the end of the project lifecycle.
T5.1 will create a systematic methodology in order to be able to examine and evaluate a) the successful
implementation of the pilot cases, b) the acceptance of the platform and services, and their effectiveness in
changing behavior towards participation in food waste reduction and c) the direct societal and economic
impact for the involved communities of the SavingFood solution.
The incorporation of the evaluation tools and tasks to be carried out by the pilot partners will be done via
the implementation task plan.

3.11

Main risks

Main overall risks and mitigations for the implementation process:
Risk

Impact

Risk level

Mitigation

Not enough users (donors, Not enough data collected medium
recipients,
volunteers) for analysis; KPI on output
engaged
and events not met

Recruitment
of
donors,
recipients and volunteers has to
start in early phase; Possibility
to extend test period in order to
increase participation; Extend
call
to
other
partners/stakeholders

Not enough transactions Not enough information medium
during
implementation for proper evaluation, KPI’s
phases
are not met

Focus on user engagement
activities during the whole
lifecycle of the implementation

Technical
problems Impact on user experience medium
occuring during usage
and acceptance; User drop
out

Proper testing before piloting,
quick reaction by technical team
in case of any problems

Multilinguality (some users User Drop out; User high
are not speaking English)
experience and acceptance

Well
planned
management process

Application features being End users are not attracted medium
too
simple
/
too and tend to drop off
complicated

Active feedback collection
during the iteration phases

Cultural gaps (especially on
the recipient side)

Simple user manuals, strong
user support by pilot leaders

medium

Individual risk assessments are attached to the local implementation plans.
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4 Local implementation plan for Belgium
4.1

Pilot eco-system

Main local target user groups and stakeholders
User Type

Specific
(group)

user Focus/size/geographical
coverage

Foodbank

Food Bank Belgium

Brussels, Wallonia, Flanders

Benefit (value proposition)

Better communication and
stronger contact with the food
Bank.
They can redistribute larger
quantities of food surplus which
is needed when we do gleaning.

Grassroots Food
surplus
Redistribution
initiative

Bourse aux dons

Belgium, Brussels

FoodWe
Bourse aux dons is a national
redistribution platform
focused on charities. It has a
database of more than 200
Belgian charities and loads of
donors.

Increase awareness in food
saving and food redistribution
Increase diversity in donors and
sources of food surplus
Attract more volunteers to
assist in gleaning events and
enhance coordination with
volunteers and among them

Food We is a national
platform where one can sell
and redistribute food surplus.
Gleaning Group

Gleaning Belgium

Gleaning Network Belgium
has a database of many
And
other
farmers.
volunteer groups
of gleaners
We continue to attract more
farmers to our network, and
they are increasingly
recognising the value of
working with us.
We have good relations with
the key organisations who
represent UK farming (NFU,
ADHB, Leaf, etc) and several
of
the
UK’s
leading
agribusinesses (e.g. Produce
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Increase the range of fresh food
in their network.

Allow their volunteers to get
involved with gleaning.

World

Soup kitchens

Charity

Improve capability to recruit
volunteers to help in collecting
and
transporting
food
donations

Social welfare
organisations (e.g.
homes and
shelters for
vulnerable groups)
Municipal social
services
Citizen/volunteer

Anyone

Belgium

Can provide feedback and share
pictures and comments about
the event
Act collectively with other
citizens in their neighbourhood
Suggest new donors and
recipient organisations in their
neighbourhood

Stakeholder type

Other food
initiatives

Stakeholder

Planned co-operation / role in the
implementation

redistribution Bourse au dons, Food Bank, Social Sharing the knowledge and
groceries
volunteers on food waste. Share
the Saving Food Project.

Other project working on FSE,
Maitre
Frigo,
Disco Sharing volunteer and knowledge
Food Waste
Soupe,Degustation de bon sens
on food waste
Media

4.2

Various (TV, radio, print media and Helping
to
promote
and
online; local and national)
disseminate the project to new
audiences and stakeholders

Definition of user involvement

User type

Specific User

Donor

Farmers
Antwerp
region

Task(s) to be completed

in Registration in and usage of platform,
acceptance and distribution of
donations, organisation of food logistics.
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User requirements
Acceptance of usage of the
platform, logistics conditions
(distance, accessability, etc)

Testing of SavingFood App
Charities

Charity
Registration and usage of the platform,
partners
of acceptance
and
distribution
of
the Brussels donations, organisation of food logistics
Food Bank

Volunteers
/ Citizens

Belgians
Registration as volunteers. Use of the Volunteers / Citizens
citizens
platform. Recruiting more volunteers
interested in (e.g. friends, family, colleagues)
gleaning:
existing
contacts
+
new contacts
reached
through the
project and
events (see
below)

4.3

Suitable place for accepting and
distributing donations, continuous
availability during the offered
time window, etc.

User recruitment

User type

Specific User

Channel

Communication
tool

Expected reach

Donor

Farmers in
Flemish and
Wallonia
Brabant
region

Association of Farmers
in Belgium
(Boerenbond)

Newsletter

All farmers in region, Flemish
Brabant, wallonian brabant

Citizens
participating
in Food
Waste
Exchange
Café

Belgian part of the Food
Surplus Entrepreneur
Network

FSE Belgium
social media

All followers of FSE Belgium of
FB

Leaflet at FSE
Belgium Food
Waste
Exchange Café

All participants of Food Waste
Exchange Café and Food Waste
Challenge

Volunteers

Website
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4.4

Awareness raising events

Description of the action(s) planned
A disco Soup: A cooking event where participants prepare soups and salads from food surplus in
music! A participative event with hands on experience makes a very big impact
A stall at Bruxelles Champetres, Bruxelles Champetre is a yearly event in Brussels. The purpose of the
event is to have the farm coming to the city. We will use the opportunity to talk about food waste at
the fam level and talk about our gleaning event.
Target group
The target group is future volunteers that will participate at gleaning events. Any one that would be
willing to help Saving Food and we can touch with our awareness rising.
Timing
Disco Soup for April 2017 and Bruxelles Champetres for September 2017
Organising partners (if any)
Disco Soup Brussels, Slow Food Brussels, Bruxelles Champetres (Poseco).

4.5

User training

User type

Specific user

Gleaning
volunteers

Volunteers that will participate at Manuals, Personal support,
the gleaning event
telephone help, FAQ

Gleaning
coordinator

The gleaning coordinator are Personal support from the FSE, Telephone
usually volunteers that will lead
the whole gleaning and will use
the

4.6

Training Methods
Email

and

User communication

We will use our mailing list and phone contacts with the users of the platform. To reach outside our users we
will use social media.

4.7

Pilot Team, Roles

Name

Contact (phone, e-mail)

Main tasks and responsabilities during the
implementation process

Alice Codsi

+32494849464
alice@fsenetwork.org

Organising gleaning,
testing the app
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implementing

and

4.8

Data sources/migration

We will review the feasibility of importing existing lists of volunteers.

4.9

Implementation tasks and schedule

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 1 (M10-13):
•

Develop detailed plan for 1st awareness raising event

•

Identify recruitment channels

•

Develop communications strategy

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 2 (M14-18):
•

Prepare and run 1st awareness-raising event (London, April 2017)

•

Plan & run 1st wave of gleaning days

•

Recruit more users

•

Run communications activity around the 1st event

•

Prepare 2nd awareness-raising event

•

Evaluation and Feedback from users

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 3 (M19-24):
•

Plan & run 1st wave of gleaning days

•

Run 2nd awareness-raising event

•

Communications activity around 2nd event

•

Evaluation and feedback from users

4.10

Risks and mitigations

Risk
nr.

Risk

Impact on project

Risk level

1

Not enough farmers
are recruited to
announce
their
donations

Number
of
gleaning Medium
activities not reached and
target of amount of food
saved not reached

Mitigation

Intensify recruitment efforts in
2nd cycle
Perform research to reason why
not announcing surplus crops
Contact
other
organisations

2

The
awareness If the awareness raising medium
raising event is not event is not reaching its
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farmer

Consult with target group
members to understand, what

3

4

successful – not aim, we will not be able to
enough target users gather enough producers
reached
for food saving

sort of activity
willingly join

Volunteers/charities The SavingFood method low
are not willing and app cannot be tested
to/confident
properly
with/having
problems with using
the app for food
saving application

Develop more, different (more
user friendly) tutorials

Communication
issues

Regular
online
or
offline
consultations with target groups,
updating, asking for feedback

Losing information either low
about the testing phase
itself, or the usage of the
SavingFood app

they

would

Organise 2nd event, more suitable
for the aim.

Consult with target group to
understand their reasons
possibly change some aspects of
the app (according to their inputs)

5 Local implementation plan for Greece
5.1

Pilot eco-system

Main local target user groups and stakeholders:
User Type

Specific user (group)

Grassroots Food Boroume
surplus
Pilot coordinator
Redistribution
(general food
initiative
rescue)

Focus/size/geographical
coverage

Benefit (value proposition)

Throughout Greece

Increase awareness in food
saving and food redistribution
Increase diversity in donors and
sources of food surplus
Ease communication between
donor and recipient, and
towards the coordinator, allow
for real time monitoring of food
transactions
and
quick
notification should an issue
occur

Pilot coordinator
(farmer markets)
Gleaning coordinator
(gleaning)

Improve quality of food
transactions on the basis of
(online) feedback received by
donors & recipient organisations
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Attract more volunteers to assist
in farmer market and gleaning
events
and
enhance
coordination with volunteers
and among them
Ease recording transactions and
statistical
data
gathering,
especially with regard to the
quantity of food saved and
redistributed
Motivate and engage more
actors through the feedback
function and the rating system

Charity

Soup kitchens
Social welfare
organisations (e.g.
homes and shelters
for vulnerable
groups)

Throughout Greece

Improve capability to recruit
volunteers to help in collecting
and transporting food donations

Municipal social
services

Donor

Charity can attract more donors
and better plan collection and
redistribution (e.g. overview of
pickups will allow to optimize
driver’s schedule)

General food rescue

Donor can plan the donation in
an efficient and convenient way

Food industry

Donor is assured that food
donation will be picked up at his
From small to large-sized premises by the recipient
Bakery and pastry companies
organisation
stores/chains
Local stores, regional or Donor has an overview of his
Catering companies
national chains
food donations and recipient
organisations he has supported,
Restaurants
and
has
access
to
a
Hotels
quantification report (which can
also be of use for CSR reporting
Gleaning
and communication).
Farmers
(represented by the
gleaning
coordinator)
Food retail, such as
Supermarket chains
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Farmer markets
Organization
committee
responsible for the
farmer
markets
(represented by the
pilot coordinator)
Citizen/volunteer

Volunteers can have easy access
to information about planned
events
related
to
their
interests, and all the necessary
details, as well as arrange
logistics (car-sharing option)

Volunteer base of
Boroume

Saving Food
Ambassadorsexternal
intermediaries

Can provide feedback and share
pictures and comments about
the event

Local
volunteers/volunteer
groups

Act collectively with other
citizens in their neighbourhood
Suggest new donors and
recipient organisations in their
neighbourhood

Citizens
Company employees
(in the framework of
CSR programs)

Stakeholder type

Other food
initiatives
Policy makers

Stakeholder

redistribution Greek
Food
Thessaloniki)

Planned co-operation / role in the
implementation
Bank

(Athens, Awareness raising

Ministry of Rural Development and Policy recommendations towards
Food, Ministry of Environment, tackling food waste and easing food
Energy and Climate Change, redistribution
Ministry of Labour, Social Insurance
and Social Solidarity
Members of Parliament
Municipal authorities

Other project working on Food EFFECT project
Waste

Exchange of best practices

Research

Research in order to investigate the
food waste problematic in Greece

Harokopio University of Athens
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Media

All sorts of media

Help to make aware the public
about the food waste challenge and
inform/urge participation in food
saving through the platform

Food Safety Authorities

Hellenic Food Authority

Guidelines on food safety

Funders

Charitable foundations and large Donations
companies

NGO’s

WWF Greece, Better Life program

5.2

Awareness raising

Definition of user involvement

User type

Specific User

Donor

General
food Registration and usage of the Accept the terms and conditions
of the platform, comply with legal
platform
rescue donors
obligations concenring food safety
regulations, enter food donations
and requirements for collection
and transportation by the
recipient.
Gleaning
Farmers

Farmer markets
Organization
committee
responsible for the
farmers markets
Charities

Charities of all kind

Task(s) to be completed

User requirements

Provision of gleaning offers, Farmers will be unlikely to use the
acceptance of gleaning teams of platform. Therefore, the gleaning
volunteers
coordinator, acting on behalf of
the farmer will enter the surplus
food as an ‘event’ on the platform
Acceptance of teams of volunteers
and (internal) communication of
scheduled events to all farmers
selling their products at the market

The pilot coordinator will act on
behalf of the organization
committee to enter events on the
platform.

Registration and usage of the
platform,
acceptance
and
distribution
of
donations,
organisation of food logistics

Accept the terms and conditions
of the platform, comply with legal
obligations concenring food safety
regulations, inform about type of
food they can accept and
redistribute to their beneficiaries,
organise transportation, provide
for appropriate food storage
conditions, ensure continuous
availability during the offered
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time window for pick up.
Volunteers
/ citizens

Volunteer base of Registration and usage of the
platform
Boroume

Accept the terms and conditions
of the platform
Use the platform to monitor, and
facilitate food transactions (only
for selected volunteers who will
act more as administrators than
“volunteers” for general rescue
activities)
Use the platform to coordinate
gleaning events and farmer
market
events
(selected
volunteers)
Use the platform to be informed
about scheduled gleaning and
farmer market activities, declare
interest for recurring events,
participate in events

Saving
Food
Ambassadorsexternal
intermediaries
Company
employees

Enter a new donor or recipient
organization on the map. There is
no need to register to use the
platform for this category of user.

Local volunteers,
volunteer groups
(gleaning, farmer
markets)
Citizens (visitors of
the platform)

5.3

User recruitment

Please describe the planned channels and tools for user recruitment:
Communication
tool

User type

Specific User

Donor

database
(all Mailing list
General food Own
rescue donors categories of donors)

Food industry

Channel

Federation of Hellenic Email
Food Industry
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Expected reach

Members of the Boroume
network of “Offering & Saving
Food” and all donors registered
in the organisation’s database
Members of the federation

Hotels

Hellenic Federation of Email
Hoteliers, Athens-Attica
& Argosaronic Hotel
Association

Members of the federation /
association

Super
markets

There is no
representative
association for the
sector- they will be
contacted individually

All large super market chains

Restaurants

Pan-Hellenic Federation Email
of Restaurants and
Related
Professions,
Online Platforms for
restaurant reservations
and restaurant guides

Members of the federation/
association

Gleaning

Members of the federation

Farmers

Pan-Hellenic
Confederation of
Unions of Agricultural
Co-operatives

Farmer
markets

Hellenic Federation of Email
farmer markets

Email

Email

Organization
committee
responsible
for
the
farmers
markets
Charities

Charities of all Own database
kind

Mailing list

New local recipient
organisations suggested
by citizens
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Members of the Boroume
network of “Offering & Saving
Food”
and
all
charities
registered in the organisation’s
database

Volunteers
/ citizens

Boroume
base of
volunteers

Own database

SavingFood
ambassadors
(local
volunteer
groups,
company
employees,
citizens)

Boroume social media
followers, subscribers of
newsletter, visitors of
website
Awareness
events

Mailing list

All followers of Boroume on
social media and subscribed
newsletter recipients
Participants,
events

raising

Database of large
companies
implementing CSR
volunteer activities

All volunteers registered in the
organisation’s database

Email

visitors

at

the

Platform community

ETHELON (volunteers
platformconnecting
volunteers to events)

5.4







Awareness raising events

Description of the action(s) planned: a) Event will probably be part of a well-known ‘food festival’
with a variety of activities, such as: activities for kids, activities for adults, chef demonstrations; b)
Disco Soup event, hopefully using produce collected at farmer market.
Target group: Citizens / Volunteers, also Donors
Planned location: Athens -most probably- for both events, but other cities (Thessaloniki) will be
considered for the second
Timing: a) April/May (depending when the food festival will take place), b) end of September
Organising partners (if any): possibly a pro-environment NGO for the second event.

5.5

User training

User type

Specific user

Training Methods

Donor

general food rescue donors

User manuals, FAQ, Personal support, email
and telephone help, E-mail and newsletter
updates

Charities

All kind of charities

User manuals, FAQ, Personal support, email
and telephone help, E-mail and newsletter
updates
User manuals, FAQ, Personal support, email
and telephone help, E-mail and newsletter
updates

Volunteers/ citizens
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5.6

User communication

Planned regular communication channels with the platform users will be phone, email, social media,
newsletter and meetings

5.7

Pilot team, roles

Name

Contact (phone, e-mail)

Main tasks and responsabilities during the
implementation process

Alexander
Theodoridis

info@boroume.gr

Tasks as described below under 5.9

5.8


+302103237805

Data sources/migration

Data will be imported from Boroume’s current CRM system.

5.9

Implementation tasks and schedule

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 1 (M10-13):





Recruit and engage end users for the closed group test and validation of the platform
User support and training
Report on the basis of feedback received by users
Identify and recruit users for the next period

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 1 (M15-18):





Recruit and engage users (prioritize existing communities- volunteers of Boroume, donors and
recipients of the Boroume network)
User support and training
Identify channels of recruitment, engage new communities of users and relevant stakeholders for
the next period
Report on the basis of feedback received by users

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 1 (M19-24):


Engage existing and new end users

5.10

Risks and mitigations

Risk
nr.

Risk

Impact on project

Risk level

Mitigation

1

Not enough
users to
register and
use the

Number of users not reached

Medium

Focus on user engagement activities
during the whole lifecycle of the
implementation.
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platform
2

Not enough
Target of amount of food Medium
transactions
saved not reached
during the
implementation
phases

Active feedback collection in order
to understand the reasons why and
incentivize donors & recipients to
use the platform

3

Not
enough Number of gleaning activities Medium
farmers
are not reached
recruited
to
announce their
donations

Regularly contact farmers during
harvest time. Identify new channels
of recruitment and extend call to
other farmer organisations
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6 Local implementation plan for Hungary
6.1

Pilot eco-system

Background – short summary of the current and future scenarios in the local context (with reference to D2.2
and D2.3)
Main local target user groups and stakeholders (see descriptions in D2.1 – section 3.4):
User Type

Specific user (group)

Focus/size/geographical coverage

Foodbank

The
Hungarian
Foodbank has a big
role in food saving in
the country (operating
in the whole country),
cooperating
with
supermarket chains,
and producers (e.g.
factories) to ensure
passing on the surplus
food to charities. The
HFA works mainly with
big
donors,
and
charities, not directly
with people in need.

The HFA operates all around the More diverse range of
country,
with
various
donor donors in the network and
companies.
sources of food surplus
Some companies transport their
surplus to the storage unit of HFA,
and the redistribution happens from
there, using the database of charities
the HFA is in contact with. When a
“donation” arrives HFA contacts
charities that are suitable to take and
make a good use of the actual
donation (matchmaking)

Benefit (value proposition)

Better,
efficient
donors

effective
and
procedure for

More volunteers involved
in redistributing activities
Pool of volunteers better
used
in
light
of
availabilities and abilities

It operates with a huge
volunteer basis, to
ensure the steps of the
food saving process.
Also via its marketing
and social activities,
the Association also
has a big role in
awareness
raising
regarding food waste
and
food
redistribution.
Grassroots
food
surplus
redistributi

Gödöllő

Food saving initiative Gödöllő, Hu – Establishing
group,
this initiative is started in 2016 to establishing donors and
implement the local food saving sources of food surplus
model,
which
will
work
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User Type

Specific user (group)

on initiative

Focus/size/geographical coverage

Benefit (value proposition)

independently, connecting donations Have a volunteer base
with the need.
This initiative is good to connect with
small scale donors, and develop a
system that can operate within a
smaller town, connecting NGOs, and
socially active citizens with the
surplus food and the charities who
could use it.

Grassroots Debrecen
food
surplus
redistributi
on initiative

Grassroots Food
Not
food
Budapest
surplus
redistributi
on initiative
/ Charity

Grassroots
food
surplus
redistributi
on initiative

Charity

Food saving initiative Debrecen Hu – More
food
to
be
charities, which cooperate in surplus distributed among their
food collection and distribution.
beneficiaries,
better
services
This is a group of 2-4 charities in the
town of Debrecen. These charities Increasing diversity in
came together during a HFA project donors and sources of food
(Development of Local Food Saving surplus
Networks), and work together since
Number of donations
in cooperation with HFA
matched with charities
Bombs An activist group in Budapest, with grow
the main activity of collecting More volunteers to assist
leftover food from markets, and in leftover food collection
provide hot meal (made from the and food redistribution
donations) for people in need
Better use of pool of
Can serve as a role-model for other volunteers
and
their
charities, who would also take part in availabilities and abilities
food saving, however not sure how it
works

Budapest Bike Maffia –
and
association
supporting
various
groups of people in
need, providing the
hot meals and also
sandwiches, also active
in food saving actions

The Bike Maffia group comprises
active food saving and distributing
groups not only from Budapest, but
also
Debrecen,
Szeged,
Székesfehérvár, Pécs (larger towns in
Hungary).
This group is generally interested in
SavingFood, as they receive many
offerings, however, managing them
is not easy, therefore, such an app is
highly needed

The HFA has more All through Hungary
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User Type

Specific user (group)
than
200
organisations

Focus/size/geographical coverage

Benefit (value proposition)

charity Amongst the charity organisations,
there are: Small scale local
organisations
Larger networks (e.g. Hungarian Red
Cross).

Charities

Members of the local During a HFA project (Development
food
saving of Local Food Saving Networks)
communities
around
80
charities
were
approached countrywide and trained
to be able to perform regular food
saving activities. These charities
execute food various food saving
activities depending on their
opportunities.

Donor

Vendors and
producers on
Wholesale Market

Donor

Donors in
with HFA

Donor

Small scale shops,
bakeries

The vendors and producers from all Reduce food waste and
over Hungary
related costs
The producers are a good starting CSR, PR
point to organise gleaning events
Doing the right thing

contract Some of these companies can be With the app the donor
involved in SavingFood.
can better plan and
These donors are mainly producers prepare the donation (time
period, quantity, ...)
from across the country.
Involvement of volunteers
Some shops contact the HFA asking
and charities assures donor
for assistance in food saving. Usually
that their donation will be
are asking for a charity they could
transported
cooperate with, and practical
questions.
Offers smaller amount of surplus
food, requiring special (small scale)
charities and transportation.

Donor

Penny Market – food The Penny food chain has 2 huge
chain main warehouse storage facilities in Hungary.
unit
–
pending
These facilities occasionally offer
cooperation
surplus food, needs to be
transported and distributed quickly
as the expiry date of these items are
relatively close.
The involvement of this donor
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User Type

Specific user (group)

Focus/size/geographical coverage

Benefit (value proposition)

depends on agreement between
HFA and Penny.
Donor

Hospitality sector

Large canteens and kitchens, mainly
Budapest, Debrecen. The regulation
of the redistribution of prepared
food is pending in Hungary at the
moment. If the HFA receives the
approval of this type of food saving
in time (regarding the project), then
this donor group will also be involved
in the SavingFood process.

Volunteers

Gleaning group

The volunteers involved in gleaning Having fun and doing
will be recruited from other useful activities in spare
volunteer groups of the HFA.
time

Citizen/vol
unteer

HFA volunteers

with
HFA operates
with different Connecting
minded
people
volunteer groups, such as:

like-

*Office volunteers, supporting the People who apply as
volunteers, are interested
administrative process of HFA
in food redistribution
*Management
volunteers, either
for
humanity
supporting a part of HFA-s operative reasons
or
ecological
work (such as: financial, marketing, concern.
networking, etc.)
*occasional volunteers; they assist in
particular tasks, not requiring
continuous cooperation
Mainly Budapest and large cities.
Citizen/vol
unteer

Volunteers from the Locations where gleaning will
charities, Food Not happen
Bombs
The charities that are contracted
with the HFA often provide
volunteers to support the everyday
work, such as: labelling the donation
in the HFA storage.
Also the volunteer basis of Food Not
Bombs Budapest can also be invited
Budapest, Gödöllő and Debrecen
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Stakeholders
Stakeholder type

Other food
initiatives

Stakeholder

Planned co-operation / role in the
implementation

redistribution Budapest Bike Maffia

Cooperation in pilot – testing the
app, providing feedback

Red Cross, Maltese, Caritas Groups,
etc.
Connection with possible donors

Will promote the use of the app
later on
Media

PR/Media contacts of HFA (e.g. Help to inform, make aware and
Well agency)
persuade
people
of
food
redistribution activities in Europe,
Facebook
and
other
social
in national or local context
platforms,
Invite potential users to register
GoogleAdGrants
HFA homepage
Websites of other stakeholders in
the project

Food Safety Authority

NÉBIH (National Food Chain Safety Provide feedback and approve the
Office)
Guide on food saving in the
hospitality sector

NGOs

Environmental
Humusz

NGOs

such

of

Conscious

Messzelátó
Association
Consumers

Felelős Gasztrohős etc.
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as: Get inspired to also implement
food redistribution initiatives in
their activities
Share news about SavingFood

6.2

Definition of user involvement

User type

Specific User

Grassroots
food
surplus
redistributi
on
initiative /
Charity

Grassroots
Registration in and usage of platform, Organising food distribution
initiatives:
acceptance
and
distribution
of
Gödöllő food donations, organisation of food logistics Providing volunteers for the
process (if possible)
saving group
Testing of SavingFood app
Availability during given time
Involving more donors (if possible)
frame

Grassroots
food
surplus
redistributi
on
initiative /
Charity

Task(s) to be completed

User requirements

General awareness raising.

Providing feedback

Organise gleaning

Participation in SavingFood
related events

Grassroots
Registration and usage of platform, Organising food distribution
initiatives:
acceptance
and
distribution
of
Debrecen food donations, organisation of food logistics Providing volunteers for the
process (if possible)
saving group
Testing of SavingFood app
Availability during given time
Involving more donors (if possible)
frame
Organise gleaning

Grassroots Food
not
food
Bombs
surplus
Budapest crew
redistributi
on
initiative /
Charity

Providing feedback

Registration and usage of platform, Organising
food
acceptance
and
distribution
of transportation
and
volunteer
donations, organisation of food logistics distribution,
management,
availability
Testing of SavingFood app
during time frame, feedback
on process and results
Involving more donors (if possible)

Grassroots Budapest Bike registration and usage of platform,
food
acceptance
and
distribution
of
Maffia
surplus
donations, organisation of food logistics
redistributi
Testing of SavingFood app
on
initiative /
Involving more donors (if possible)
Charity

Organising food distribution
Providing volunteers for the
process (if possible)
Availability during given time
frame
Providing feedback
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User type

Specific User

Task(s) to be completed

User requirements

Charities

Grassroots
registration and usage of platform, Organising food distribution
initiatives:
acceptance
and
distribution
of
other local food donations, organisation of food logistics providing volunteers for the
process (if possible)
saving groups
Testing of SavingFood app
availability during given time
Involving more donors (if possible)
frame
Providing feedback

Charities

Charity
Registration and usage of platform, Organising food distribution
organisations in acceptance
and
distribution
of
cooperation
donations, organisation of food logistics Providing volunteers for the
process (if possible)
with HFA
Testing of SavingFood app
Availability during given time
Involving more donors, approach small frame
scale donors in their neighbourhood
Providing feedback
Participation in SavingFood
related events

Donor

Vendors
wholesale
market,
Budapest

on Registration and usage of platform, Acceptance of usage of the
notification
on
donation, platform, logistics conditions
communication with ‘admins’ or (distance, accessibility, etc.)
transport volunteers
Providing
feedback
Active participation on awareness throughout the process
raising events
Help identify gleaning
participate in gleaning

Donor

Vendors
primary
producers on
local markets,
Budapest

Donor

Donors
contract
HFA

partners,

registration and usage of platform, Acceptance of usage of the
notification
on
donation, platform, logistics conditions
communication with ‘admins’ or (distance, accessibility, etc.)
transport volunteers
Providing feedback
Active participation on Awareness
Raising Event(s)

with Registration and usage of platform, Acceptance of usage of the
with notification
on
donation, platform, logistics conditions
communication with ‘admins’ or (distance, accessibility, etc.)
transport volunteers
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User type

Specific User

Donor

Small
scale Registration and usage of platform, Acceptance of usage of the
on
donation, platform, logistics conditions
shops, bakeries notification
communication with ‘admins’ or (distance, accessibility, etc.)
transport volunteers
Providing feedback
Actively participating in charity search

Donor

Penny Market Participation depends on agreement
food
chain with HFA.
warehouse unit
Registration and usage of platform,
notification
on
donation,
communication with ‘admins’ or
transport volunteers

Donor

Hospitality
sector

Task(s) to be completed

User requirements

Acceptance of usage of the
platform, logistics conditions
(distance, accessibility, etc.)
Providing feedback

Participation depends on approval of Acceptance of usage of the
donation process by food safety agency. platform, logistics conditions
(distance, accessibility, etc.)
Registration and usage of platform,
notification
on
donation, Providing feedback
communication with ‘admins’ or
May have extra food safety
transport volunteers
considerations.
Already prepared food has an added
value, but also have some extra
concerns. These aspects can be
examined, and answers developed
together with catering services
Assistance in creating modules for more
efficient managing, especially of the
ready food

Volunteers

Volunteers
registration and usage of platform
associated with
supporting food distribution process
HFA
matching geographical location
Volunteers
outside
HFA
(from
grassroots
initiatives and
charities,
individual

Supporting
distribution
transport)

the
process

Availability in given time
frame
finding new
possible)

donors

willingness to contribute
providing feedback
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food
(e.g.

(if

User type

Specific User

Task(s) to be completed

User requirements
involving other volunteers (if
possible)

volunteers etc.)

In order to gather volunteers
for
the
SavingFood
redistribution, citizens should
understand the benefits of
volunteering in general, and
within that the effects of
food saving (environmental,
humanitarian as well).

Comments:
In Hungary for the pilot we plan to carry out two main activities:
1. Awareness raising (2 events) on Wholesale Market Budapest (http://www.nagybani.hu/indexen.php ). See
description in section 1.4
Also during these events, we intend to discuss possible gleaning activities with the producers.
2. Trial of SavingFood app with Food Not Bombs Budapest group: This activist group saves fruits and
vegetables from two local markets in Budapest (Fővám téri Vásárcsarnok, Fehérvári úti Piac) and a local
bakery also offers the leftover pastries to the group. After collecting the leftover food, they cook it in their
community kitchen and distribute the meal (soup, second dish, salads together with the pastry) in a public
space once a week for around 150 people (in need). They have good connection with some of the vendors
and primary producers on the above mentioned markets, who give them the remaining vegetables and fruits
regularly. In this process, as the system is already up and running, the trial of the app is really useful, as we
will not have to bother with building a network of donors-volunteers-charities, so we can focus on the trial of
the SavingFood functions.

6.3

User recruitment
Communication
tool

User type

Specific User

Channel

Donor

vendors,
official contact with HFA website, email, All producers related to the
primary
wholesale
market
(for
personal
producers on
donations, gleaning events)
wholesale
market,
Budapest

Donor

retailers who personal
contact email, personal
purchase at (meeting them on the
the wholesale
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Expected reach

A number of retailers, who
purchase on the market, and
becomes interested in food

User type

Specific User

Channel

market

marketplace)

Communication
tool

Expected reach

saving (for charity or other
reasons)

Donor

vendors
website of market, personal
- The primary producers who sell
primary
personal
contact conversations
their goods on these markets
producers on (through volunteers)
Later on the management, and
local markets,
the retailers as well
Budapest

Donor

Donors
in emails, personal
contract with
HFA

newsletters

Companies who are in contact
with HFA will be interested in
this process and willing to join

Donor

Small
scale emails, personal
shops,
bakeries

newsletters,
PR, Élelmiszer
Magazin,
google ads

The smaller shops who are
originally interested in food
saving - as they will get a tool to
implement the process, they
would join

Donor

Penny

newsletters

This connection is pending,
however if an agreement is
settled the warehouses of the
Penny supermarket chain can
also join the food saving process

Activist
group
–
charity,
volunteers

Food
not facebook page, email, facebook page, Food Not Bombs volunteers –
Bombs
personal
this is a dynamically changing
personal contact
Budapest
group, therefore we expect to
contact
reach a big number of
Crew
volunteers,
who
get
in
connection with the group

emails, personal

Other volunteer groups related
to food saving and charity (e.g.
Budapest Bike Maffia)
Activist
Budapest Bike facebook page, email, facebook page, Budapest Bike Maffia, due to
group
– Maffia Crew
personal
their dynamic profile and
personal contact
charity,
several activities with different
contact
target groups is expected to
volunteers
reach a big number of
volunteers,
who
get
in
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User type

Specific User

Communication
tool

Channel

Expected reach

connection with the group
Grassroots
initiatives

Gödöllő food personal, email
saving group

personal
contact

This
ambitious group is
expected
to establish a
functioning
food
saving
community in Gödöllő (and
neighbourhood), reaching more
volunteers and donors as well
as charities

Grassroots
initiatives

Debrecen and personal, email
other
food
saving groups

newsletter,
personal
contact

The existing food saving
initiatives and groups will
encourage new donors and
charities to join SavingFood

Volunteers

Volunteers of personal, email
HFA

newsletter,
facebook,
personal
contact

Reaching
a
number
of
volunteers to assist in food
saving

6.4

Awareness raising events

Description of the action(s) planned
Awareness raising on Wholesale Market Budapest (http://www.nagybani.hu/indexen.php ). At this market it
is possible to meet a great number of vendors, who are selling their products to retailers and end users. The
HFA already have some contacts there, therefore we plan to organise one (or a few) awareness raising
events, during which we gather the products, which could not be sold (but still edible) and have a common
cooking event on the spot. While cooking, the HFA staff present basic information about food waste, and
possible solutions, as well as introducing the SavingFood app. HFA plans two organise 2 awareness raising
events, also implement this as matchmaking events.
Also during these events we intend to discuss possible gleaning activities with the producers.
Target group: vendors, primary producers and retailers on the Wholesale Market
Planned location: the wholesale marketplace (http://www.nagybani.hu/contacten.php)
Timing: There will be 2 individual events:
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1st spring 2017
2nd summer – autumn 2017 (depending on the success of the first event)

6.5

User training

User type

Specific user

Training Methods

Donor

Primary producers contacted at Manual, tutorial, video support (training
video), personal support, email, phone,
the market
online consultation
Vendors contacted at the market

Donor

Small scale shops, bakeries

Manual, tutorial, video support (training
video), personal support, online consultation

Donor

Donors, associated with HFA

Manual, tutorial, video support (training
video), personal support, online consultation

Donors

Catering services

Manual, tutorial, video support (training
video), personal support, online consultation

Donors

Penny

Manual, tutorial, video support (training
video), personal support, online consultation

Volunteers

Volunteers associated with HFA

Manual, tutorial, video support (training
video), personal support, workshop,

Volunteers

from Food Not Bombs and other Manual, tutorial, video support (training
initiatives, who are interested in video), personal support, workshop, email,
food saving and charity
phone

Charity

Food Not Bombs and other Manual, tutorial, video support (training
initiatives, who are interested in video), personal support, workshop, email,
food saving and charity
phone

Charity

Grassroots initiatives

Manual, tutorial, video support (training
video), personal support, workshop on HFA
organisational day, email, phone

Comments:
Regarding the donors, it seems to be unlikely that we can organise an “official” training event for them,
therefore we opt to support their learning process via more personal channels, as individual training session,
either online (e.g. skype) or offline (personal meetings, phone).
We expect to collect the volunteers more easily, therefore a workshop for them might be useful, where they
can collectively check the app and ask questions.
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It would be useful to prepare a “how to use” video, because for most users it is easier to learn the operation
of the app if they can hear and see it, not just read a description. The short tutorial video(s) would contain all
the main functions of the app, showing the usage in real time, or simulation.

6.6

User communication

We plan to have common and specific communication channels with the different target groups.
Common:





Helpdesk: to answer the arising questions of (potential) users
Regular newsletter (in email), where the members get information about the process, and will be
constantly updated
Emails: the users will be free to contact us via email whenever they have questions regarding the
process
Phone calls: depending on the number of the users, we plan to contact them on the phone regularly,
to get update from them regarding SavingFood

Specific:


Online consultations: we plan to have online events to discuss the upcoming tasks, questions. These
consultations will be target group specific

6.7

Pilot team, roles

Name

Contact (phone, e-mail)

Main tasks and responsibilities during the
implementation process

Katalin Újhelyi

ujhelyi.katalin@elelmiszerbank.hu

contact with wholesale market, managing
awareness raising event, taking part in
tutorial development and workshops

+3630-211-1736
Zsofia Schwikker

6.8

Schwikker.zsofia@elelmiszerbank.hu organising pilot with Food Not Bombs,
volunteer
management,
feedback,
+3630-842-6225
developing tutorials, organising workshop.

Data sources/migration

We plan to use parts of the HFA database in order to include more charities in the SavingFood system later
on. Therefore the basic data of certain charities and/or NGOs may need to be imported in the SavingFood
database.

6.9

Implementation tasks and schedule

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 1 (M10-13):
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Introduction of SavingFood at wholesale market (management)
Developing detailed plan for awareness raising event(s)
Preparation of the awareness raising event at the market (agreeing in time, schedule etc.)
Getting connected to primary producers and vendors
Introduction of SavingFood to Food Not Bombs crew
Introduction of SavingFood to the other grassroots initiatives
Development of tutorials, establishing communication channels
Starting to plan gleaning event(s)

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 2 (M14-18):








Implementing first workshops and online consultations
Piloting the SavingFood app at local markets with Food Not Bombs Budapest
Implementing 1st awareness raising event at Wholesale Market
Maintaining constant communication with potential donors (who are interested in food saving in
one way or the other)
Communicating the outcome of awareness raising event and pilot (Facebook, websites, newsletters
etc.)
Planning Pilot of SavingFood app
Implementing gleaning events

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 3 (M19-24):






Implementing gleaning events
Piloting SavingFood app with Gödöllő food saving group.
Implementing 2nd awareness raising event at Wholesale Market
Communicating the outcome of awareness raising event and pilot (Facebook, websites, newsletters
etc)
Press release

6.10

Risks and mitigations

Risk
nr.

Risk

Impact on project

Risk level

1

Not enough primary
producers
are
interested
in
offering surplus

There will be fewer goods to high
redistribute, decreasing the
number of successful food
transport to charities.
Also this decreases the
possibility
to
organise
gleaning event later on

Mitigation
Intensify recruitment efforts in 2nd
cycle
Perform research to reason why
not announcing surplus crops
Contact
other
organisations

farmer

Contact other markets, market
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Risk
nr.

Risk

Impact on project

Risk level

Mitigation
management

2

The
awareness
raising event is not
successful – the
producers
and
other target group
members do not
have time for it

If the awareness raising medium
event is not reaching its aim,
we will not be able to gather
enough producers for food
saving

Consult with target group
members to understand, what
sort of activity they would
willingly join
Organise 2nd event, more suitable
for the aim.
Contact
other
organisations

farmer

Contact other markets, market
management, organise awareness
raising events there as well
3

4

5

Producers
and The SavingFood method and high
vendors are willing app cannot be tested
to offer surplus properly
food, but are not
willing to/confident
with/having
problems with using
the app for food
saving

Develop more, different (more
user friendly) tutorials

Volunteers/charities The SavingFood method and low
are not willing app cannot be tested
to/confident
properly
with/having
problems with using
the app for food
saving application

Develop more, different (more
user friendly) tutorials

Communication
issues

Regular
online
or
offline
consultations with target groups,
updating, asking for feedback

Losing information either low
about the testing phase
itself, or the usage of the
SavingFood app
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Consult with target group to
understand their reasons
Possibly change some aspects of
the app (according to their inputs)

Consult with target group to
understand their reasons
possibly change some aspects of
the app (according to their inputs)

7 Local implementation plan for the UK
7.1

Pilot eco-system

Main local target user groups and stakeholders (see descriptions in D2.1 – section 3.4):
User Type

Specific user Focus/size/geographical coverage
(group)

Benefit (value proposition)

Foodbank

FareShare

FareShare is the UK’s leading food
redistribution organisation. With
more than 20 depots throughout the
country, they are able to distribute
food to almost all regions. They have
established strong relationships with
many donors, including
supermarkets. They have worked in
collaboration with Gleaning Network
UK for more than 3 years, to collect
gleaned fruits and vegetables and
deliver them to charities

Access to detailed and timely
information via the system will
facilitate the logistical process.
FareShare will be better able to
plan in advance the food they
will send to their membercharities.

Although relatively new to the UK
redistribution scene, and currently
operational only in London, the Felix
Project have significant potential to
grow. They have the backing of
powerful UK newspaper, The
Evening Standard, which enables
them to reach a great number of
citizens as well as influence
businesses (e.g. supermarkets)

Able to access fresh food

Very popular grassroots movement.
Their open-source business model
enables volunteers to begin their
own project quickly and easily. They
now have cafes in every major UK
city, as well as others in smaller
cities and towns. They have a huge
volunteer base, great media
coverage, and they feed thousands
of people

Increase the range of fresh food
in their network.

Foodbank

Grassroots Food
surplus
Redistribution
initiative

Gleaning Group

The Felix
Project

The Real
Junk Food
Project

Gleaning
Network UK

6 regional hubs throughout England,
each staffed and run by a paid part-
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Potential for FareShare to
direct their large volunteer
group to sign up for gleaning
activities via the platform.

Two-way sharing of volunteers

Ability to engage with a panEuropean project, and to learn
more about the issues of food
waste.

Allow their volunteers to get
involved with gleaning.

time employee.
Has been operational since 2012,
and has developed a large network
of farmers. Has over 9,500
registered volunteers.
Encompassed as a project within the
organisation Feedback, and
therefore has significant resources
and contacts.
Charity

FoodCycle

Currently has more than 25 hubs
across the UK and continues to
expand. Each hub runs at least 1
session per week, where guests
(people at risk of food poverty) are
served a nutritious 3-course meal.

Increase the range of fresh food
in their network.

Allow their volunteers to get
involved with gleaning.

At the beginning of 2016, FoodCycle
entered a three-year partnership
with Feedback to deliver a UK
project ‘From Farm to Fork’, which
will train and empower young
people (aged 18-24) to take care of
the environment and address social
issues.
Donor

Farmers

Gleaning Network UK has a database
of more than several hundred UK
farmers. At least 50 of these have
previously hosted gleaning days.
We continue to attract more
farmers to our network, and they
are increasingly recognising the
value of working with us.
We have good relations with the key
organisations who represent UK
farming (NFU, ADHB, Leaf, etc) and
several of the UK’s leading
agribusinesses (e.g. Produce World)

Citizen/volunteer

Everyone in
the UK!

Gleaning is a fun, sociable and
educational activity that is open to
everyone. Feedback have a powerful
reach: our UK newsletters are
received by more than 35,000
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Enabled to donate their surplus
food to good causes.
Engagement with volunteers
and organisations, to share
information about challenges
they face
Media coverage to shed light
on issues
Opportunity to contribute to
research into food waste: scale,
causes, solutions.

Fun, sociable activity.
Learn about food production
and food waste.
Feel part of the solution:

subscribers, including 9,500 who are
already registered as potential
gleaning volunteers.

reduce food waste and tackle
food poverty.

We will continue to work with
partner organisations, especially
FoodCycle, to attract more
volunteers to our network and
Saving Food.

Stakeholders
Stakeholder type

Stakeholder

Planned co-operation / role in the
implementation

Other food redistribution
initiatives

Plan Zheroes

Cooperation in pilot – testing the
app, providing feedback
Connection with possible recipients
and volunteers
Will be able to promote Saving
Food, and may also be interested in
exploring a more involved
collaboration.

Media

7.2

Various (TV, radio, print media and
online; local and national)

Helping to promote and
disseminate the project to new
audiences and stakeholders

Definition of user involvement

User type

Specific User

Task(s) to be completed

User requirements

Foodbank

1/ FareShare
2/ The Felix
Project

Registration in and usage of platform,
acceptance and distribution of
donations, organisation of food logistics.

Organising food distribution

Testing of SavingFood App

Providing volunteers for the
process (if possible)
Availability during given time
frame
Providing feedback

Charity

FoodCycle

Registration and use of the platform,
acceptance of donations, helping to
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To be confirmed. As each RJFP
café is run independently,
requirements may vary by

User type

Volunteers
/ Citizens

7.3

Specific User

Feedback UK
subscriber base
(35K and
increasing)

Task(s) to be completed

User requirements

recruit volunteers. Feedback on the App.

location/café

Registration as volunteers. Use of the
platform. Recruiting more volunteers
(e.g. friends, family, colleagues)

User recruitment

User type

Specific User

Channel

Communication Expected reach
tool

Volunteers
/ Citizens

Feedback UK
subscriber
base

Feedback existing
contacts

Email
newsletters,
social media

Currently 35,000 subscribers
registered. This is increasingly
daily.

Volunteers
/ Citizens

UK citizens

Various media contacts

TV & radio,
print media

Potential to reach several
thousand citizens through the
right media channels

Volunteers
/ Citizens

FoodCycle
volunteers

FoodCycle database
(FoodCycle are engaged
in a 3-year partnership
with Feedback, and we
have an excellent
relationship with them)

Email
newsletter,
social media,
face-to-face
engagement
and events

Up to 10,000 volunteers

Comments
In the UK, the primary requirement for new users is citizens/volunteers. There is a sufficient network of
donors (farmers) and recipients (in the UK our main recipient is FareShare), so we do not need to focus
recruitment activity in these sectors.

7.4

Awareness raising events

Description of the action(s) planned
We will run two events.
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The first event will be part of Feeding the 5000 London, scheduled for April 2017. Feeding the 5000 is the
flagship event of Feedback and has been run in cities across the world. They are large-scale events that
feature collaborations between many different organisations, stakeholders and individuals. At this event we
will have a stall dedicated to Saving Food. At this stall we will run a programme of activites – these might
include: cooking demonstrations, a wonky veg giveaway, interactive physical games, screening of the
motivational videos, talks from inspirational speakers.
The second event will take place in another UK city – currently this is planned to be Bristol, although there
are other possibilities (such as Leeds, Manchester, Nottingham, Liverpool). This will be a Disco Soup event,
where volunteers are invited to chop and prepare vegetables; cook a meal; sit down together to eat; then
get up and dance! All of this is accompanied by upbeat music. A range of other activities and workshops will
accompany the main ‘Disco Soup’ element.

Target Group
Primarily citizens and volunteers for gleaning; also donor, recipients, other NGOs

Planned Location & Timings
1st event: London, April 2017
2nd event: Bristol, September 2017

7.5

User training

User type

Specific user

Volunteers/ citizens

All volunteers registering
attend gleaning days

Charities

All charities

User manuals, FAQ, Personal support, email
and telephone help, E-mail and newsletter
updates

Donor / Farmers

All donors

User manuals, FAQ, Personal support, email
and telephone help, E-mail and newsletter
updates

7.6

Training Methods
to User manuals, FAQ, Personal support, email
and telephone help, E-mail and newsletter
updates

User communication

We will communicate with users on a regular basis via a number of channels: email, newsletters, social
media, events.
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7.7

Pilot team, roles

Name

Contact (phone, e-mail)

Main tasks and responsabilities during the
implementation process

Dan Woolley

+44 203 051 8633

Gleaning Manager – overall responsibility for
all aspects of implementation.

dan@feedbackglobal.org
Martin Bowman

Recruitment and support of system users;
day to day use of Saving Food platform; codelivery of awareness-raising events;

+44 203 051 8633
martin@feedbackglobal.org

7.8


Data sources/migration

Data will be imported from Feedback’s current systems.

7.9

Implementation tasks and schedule

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 1 (M10-13):




Develop detailed plan for 1st awareness raising event
Identify recruitment channels
Develop communications strategy

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 2 (M14-18):







Prepare and run 1st awareness-raising event (London, April 2017)
Plan & run 1st wave of gleaning days
Recruit more users
Run communications activity around the 1st event
Prepare 2nd awareness-raising event
Evaluation and Feedback from users

Main tasks to be carried out during Phase 3 (M19-24):





Plan & run 1st wave of gleaning days
Run 2nd awareness-raising event
Communications activity around 2nd event
Evaluation and feedback from users
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7.10

Risks and mitigations

Risk
nr.

Risk

Impact on project

Risk level

1

Not enough
volunteers

1/ Number of users not Medium
reached
2/ Number of gleaning days
run through the platform not
reached

2

Poor
engagement
with Saving
Food due to
lack of training
/ difficulties
navigating or
using the
platform

1/ Number of gleaning days Low
not reached
2/ Reputational risk to project
if seen to be too complicated

Mitigation

Enhance communications strategy.
Consider running additional low cost
events in each gleaning region to
increase user engagement

Ensure that good quality training
materials
are
available
and
accessible before users begin using
the platform

8 Conclusions
Implementation will be a complex exercise involving all SavingFood project partners as well as external users
and stakeholders. Three cycles to be concluded within 15 months of the total implementation period will
require tough work from each partner and a very efficient cooperation within the consortium.
There are a number of risks associated with the implementation tasks and despite of good planning and
careful execution some unwanted events can occur requiring flexible intervention of the relevant partners
and stakeholders.
Nevertheless, the first 9 month of the project were building a very strong basis for the implementation both
from technical and non-technical perspective, therefore we see very good chances for reaching or even
overriding the KPIs set in the DoA of the project.
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